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ABSTRACT: As a new form of carbon, graphene is attracting intense interest as an electrode material with widespread applications. In the present study, the heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) activity of graphene is investigated using scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM), which allows electrochemical currents to be mapped at high spatial resolution across a surface for correlation with the corresponding structure and properties of the graphene surface. We establish that the rate of heterogeneous ET at graphene increases systematically with the number of graphene layers, and show that the stacking in multilayers also has a subtle influence on ET kinetics.

Graphene-based materials are having a huge impact in electrochemistry and electrochemical technologies, with promising applications in areas such as supercapacitors, battery electrodes, electrocatalytic supports, sensors for electroanalysis and transparent electrodes. These important technologies typically use graphene produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and other scalable methods, yet important fundamentals questions concerning heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) at such materials-intrinsic to many of these applications-remain to be addressed. Electrical measurements have revealed that the electron mobility and electronic band structure are sensitive to the number of graphene layers and their stacking order, with implications for electrochemistry. In this communication, we thus seek to elucidate how both the number of graphene layers and arrangement of the layers influence heterogeneous ET kinetics.

Graphene grown by CVD on nickel substrates (see Supporting Information section 1) was optimal for the present study because it presents a heterogeneous continuous layer of microsized multilayered flakes, which can be addressed with high resolution scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM). Thus, on one sample it is possible to make thousands of individual electrochemical (EC) measurements at different locations and relate these to the corresponding graphene structure. This provides datasets on a scale that would be unfeasible with conventional photolithographic techniques of the type employed in recent EC studies of exfoliated graphene. In order to study the unambiguous electrochemical response of graphene without any interference from a conductive substrate, CVD graphene layers were transferred to a silicon substrate with a 300 nm thermal grown oxide layer. This substrate allowed optical visualization and identification of the morphological film features characteristic of graphene, for direct correlation with the local electrochemistry. Importantly, the approach described herein makes possible the study of graphene surfaces with minimal intrusion and avoids the need for any post-processing lithographic step, which may result in unavoidable damage and possible interference of residues.

Ferrocene-derivatives have proven particularly suitable for the study of the ET activity of sp² carbon allotropes, such as carbon nanotubes, and so we consider the one-electron oxidation of (ferrocenylmethyl) trimethylammonium (FcTMA) as an exemplar outer-sphere redox couple. The dual channel theta pipet (1 µm diameter) of the SECCM was filled with aqueous electrolyte solution containing 2 mM FcTMA (as the hexafluorophosphate salt) and 30 mM KCl supporting electrolyte together with silver-silver chloride quasi counter reference electrodes (QCREs) to serve as both a conductance cell and voltammetric cell, with the graphene as the working electrode (WE) (Figure 1a). A linear sweep voltamogram (LSV) obtained with the SECCM setup (Figure 1b) demonstrates the electrochemical activity of graphene, with a sigmoidal wave for the oxidation of FcTMA which rises with increasing potential to a clear transported-limited current ca. 68 pA. The waveshape is indicative of essentially reversible electron transfer (difference in the potentials at ¼ and ¾ of the limiting current, = 57 mV). The wave highlights five different potentials at which the local electrochemical activity of CVD graphene was mapped by SECCM within the same area, yielding EC current maps (3 of which are presented in Figure 1d and the others in Supporting Information section 2). These data show clearly that, at all potentials, the redox reaction occurs across the entire surface, but with significant heterogeneity in the current values. Simultaneously with the surface EC current, SECCM also acquires three complementary maps: z piezo displacement (related to the substrate topography), the ion conductance current between the QCREs in the barrels, and the AC component of the migration current (used as the set-point to control tip-to-sample separation). Those maps (provided in the Supporting Information section 2) confirm the stability of the electrolyte drop size (electrolyte contact area of the order of the pipet size, here as 550 nm radius) and tip-to-sample separation (found to be 180 nm, see Supporting Information section 3, and ref. 12). Thus, the changes in surface EC current can be assigned unequivocally to differences in EC activity of the material and not to any changes in wettability. This is further evident by comparing the 5 EC maps (in Figure 1 and Supporting Information section 2) in which it is evident that the most active and inactive areas are in the same location in each map.
A finite element model was developed to analyze the EC maps (Supporting Information section 3) and extract and assign standard heterogeneous ET rate constants at each micron-scale pixel of the images. For each pixel, we assumed reasonably
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**Figure 1**: SECCM. (a) Schematic representation of the EC imaging setup. The graphene lies on a Si/SiO$_2$ substrate and is connected as the working electrode via an evaporated Cr/Au band. A SECCM probe is employed as a local and mobile EC cell for electrochemical imaging. (b) LSV for the oxidation of 2mM FeTMA$^+$ (30 mM KCl) acquired with a SECCM setup on a graphene surface, at 100 mV s$^{-1}$, with a $\approx 1$ μm diameter pipet. (c) Optical microscope image of the CVD graphene area mapped by SECCM, showing the heterogeneity of the surface and the presence of multiple-layer graphene flakes. (d) Set of three EC maps of the area shown in (c) acquired by SECCM at three different substrate electrode potentials ($E - E^*$) indicated in the LSV in (b) by $E_1$, $E_2$ and $E_3$. All images are at the same scale as c). The arrow-circle in part c) and d) indicates a small area where the silicon oxide was exposed and measured currents in this area are below the lower limit on the scale bar. This area was used to calibrate the number of graphene layers (Supporting Information Section 5).

Butler-Volmer model for ET$^{22}$ and a uniformly active surface given the tiny area investigated. Electrochemical kinetic analyses are relatively insensitive to the value of the transfer coefficient for $\alpha = 0.5 \pm 0.2$ (ref 23) and so we chose $\alpha = 0.5$, given the large self exchange ET rate constant for ferrocene and its derivatives.$^{24}$

Comparison between the observed heterogeneity in EC activity of CVD graphene and the corresponding topography, revealed by optical microscopy or atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Supporting Information section 4) shows a clear correlation between electrochemical activity and the number of graphene layers. Qualitatively, there is close correspondence between dark regions (multilayers) in Figure 1c and high EC currents (Figure 1d and Supporting Information section 2).

In order to examine this relationship in more detail, EC current maps and the optical image were correlated quantitatively. Given the linear increase of green component contrast with the number of graphene layers,$^{9,17,18}$ and with further confirmation from micro-Raman spectroscopy (vide infra), the full range of light contrast was segmented into 8 different bins assigned to a defined number of graphene layers (see Supporting Information section 5).

Figure 2a shows the local EC current at potential $E_2$ versus the number of graphene layers. Similar correlations at potentials $E_1$ and $E_3$ are provided in Supporting Information section 2. From this plot, it is clear that single layer graphene exhibits the lowest EC activity, and that the activity increases systematically with the number of layers, to a situation where the flakes are so active that the ET process becomes essentially reversible$^{13}$ within experimental error (see Supporting Information, Figure S9).

EC current distributions were analyzed to obtain the corresponding ET standard rate constants ($k_0$) for potentials $E_1$, $E_2$ and $E_3$ (full details in ref 12 and Supporting Information section 3). Figure 2b reveals that the ET kinetics evolves with the number of layers towards faster ET and a broader range of $k_0$ (and current magnitudes) from monolayer to multilayer graphene. This is found consistently at all three potentials. Although there will be some cross contribution of different flakes at some single point measurements (where the tip is at the boundary between flakes), the different stacking order within the graphene multilayers could also play a role in the broadness of ET kinetics, seen for bilayer, trilayer and thicker flakes, especially for epitaxial of CVD multilayer graphene, where non-Bernal or AB stacking order is very common.$^{25}$

Raman spectroscopy was employed to determine both the stacking order and the corresponding number of layers on different graphene flakes for correlation with EC (Figure 3). Figure 3a shows a zoom of the optical image and the associated SECCM map. We differentiate four different graphene flakes labeled A1, A2, A3 and A4, being categorized as monolayer, bilayer, trilayer and multilayer graphene, respectively (vide infra). The Raman spectra of those areas (Figure 3c) present the three characteristic graphene D, G and 2D peaks.$^{26}$ For the A1 and A2 areas, the 2D bands are slightly more intense than the G peak, and the FWHM of the 2D peaks are around 35-40 cm$^{-1}$, hallmarks of single layer CVD graphene.$^{9,27}$ However, the upshift of about 10 cm$^{-1}$ (ref 28,29)
for the 2D peak (Figure 3d), in addition to light contrast values of 0.15 (Supporting information section 5), indicate that the A2 region actually corresponds to a non-AB stacking bilayer. The lack of AB stacking (Figure 3d) reduces electronic coupling between the graphene layers, so that bilayer graphene in this configuration has electronic properties similar to that of monolayer graphene. This evidently impacts directly the EC activity: current values for the A2 spot are very similar to the A1 region (Figure 3b and Figure 3c). For these domains, an increase of EC activity is observed with the number of layers (Figure 3b), consistent with the evolution of the density of electronic states through single layer, AB-bilayer and trilayer graphene. These more detailed analyses (Figure 3b and Supporting Information section 6) confirm the trend (vide supra) between EC current and light contrast in the optical image (interpreted as the number of graphene layers).

Supporting Information section 6), which corresponds to a single layer. It is accepted that the electronic structure and density of states play a key role in heterogeneous ET rates and these results show that different graphene layers (monolayer and bilayer), with closely similar band structures, behave analogously in terms of electrochemistry. This result also allows us to rule out a strong influence of charge carrier mobility to the electrochemical activity measured. An increase of mobility is expected for a non-AB stacking bilayer, compared to monolayer graphene, since the substrate effect is, to some extent, screened by the additional graphene layer beneath the top layer in the case of bilayer graphene but this does not enhance ET kinetics compared to the intrinsic activity of monolayer graphene.

The areas A3 and A4 are assigned to trilayer and multilayer (>trilayer), respectively, based on the much broader 2D peak (Figure 3e) and the intensity and peak position of the G peak (Figure 3c). For these domains, an increase of EC activity is observed with the number of graphene layers. Complementary experiments were carried out to eliminate other possible causes for the observed changes in EC activity with the number of graphene layers. An exhaustive analysis of surface roughness was performed over the sample with AFM (Supporting Information section 4) to discard the possibility that the observed increase of EC activity was due to a change in the roughness of the surface with the number of layers. The presence of wrinkles is unavoidable for synthetic graphene and
Figure 3: (a) Optical image of CVD graphene with 4 different flakes labeled A1, A2, A3 and A4, and corresponding SECCM data. Scale bar is 5 μm. (b) Histograms of the EC current in each designated flake at potential Ecorr. (c) Raman spectra acquired with an excitation wavelength of 633 nm and spot size of 500 nm at each graphene flake. The three characteristic Raman peaks for graphene are labelled as D, G, and 2D. (d) Raman 2D peak for regions A1 (red line) and A2 (blue line) plotted together highlighting the ~10 cm⁻² Raman upshift characteristic for a non-AB stacking bilayers (blue line). Schematic of Bernal (AB-stacking) for a bilayer of graphene. The basic structure of graphene is defined with two atoms in the unit cell, denoted A (red dot) and B (blue dot). For an AB stacking bilayer, the A atom of the top layer lies directly over the B atom of the bottom layer. (e) The Raman 2D peak for areas A1 (red line), A3 (green line) and A4 (orange line).

they are responsible for local changes in the electronic structure, but were essentially uniform (as evidenced by AFM in Supporting Information) over the entire surface area and independent of the number of layers and flakes. The Raman D peak at 1350 cm⁻¹ is usually used to determine the density of defects on graphene, either as the peak intensity itself, or with the ratio of D and G peaks (I_D/I_G). In all spectra obtained, the D peak intensity was essentially constant for all flakes studied and independent of the number of layers. Indeed, if the I_D/I_G ratios are compared, the multilayered flakes have the lowest density of defects, yet have higher activity. It is further well known that edges accumulate a higher density of defects, but it is clear that we see no increase of EC activity along the edges of either the flakes or at the (step-edge) boundary between flakes, at the spatial resolution of the investigation.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated how the ET activity of a complex graphene material can be elucidated, analyzed and correlated with intrinsic structural properties using high resolution SECCM in tandem with Raman microscopy, optical microscopy and AFM. The unprecedented insights on the structural controls of ET are of fundamental value, and provide a rational basis for the design and use of graphene in electrochemical technologies. The SECCM methodology described is general and we expect it will find increasing use for structure–function imaging of surface and interfacial processes.
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